In the early twenty-first century, the train of progress is again pulling out of the station—and this will probably be the last train ever to leave the station called Homo Sapiens. Those who miss this train will never get a second chance. In order to get a seat on it you need to understand twenty-first century technology, and in particular the powers of biotechnology and computer algorithms. . . . Those left behind will face extinction.

—Yuval Noah Harari

Yuval Harari’s warning about the future of human development in *Homo Deus* provides a clarion call for those who lead the intellectual development of future military leaders. Harari and others such as Heidi and Alvin Toffler, Nick Bostrom, Andrew Krepinevich, T.X. Hammes, and Ian Morris have speculated about the potential future impacts of technology on humans and war. While these visions of the future contain a wide array of predictions, they pose useful questions to inform future intellectual development within military institutions.

The world is potentially now at the start of a new industrial revolution. This revolution is underpinned by connectivity, biotechnology, and silicon-based
technologies that include various forms of narrow artificial intelligence. Described as the “Fourth Industrial Revolution” by World Economic Forum founder Klaus Schwab, it is disrupting business, entertainment, communication, transportation, and national economies. Like previous industrial revolutions, it is almost certain that this one will also change how society and its constituent communities develop and interact. Scientific advances, commercialization, and the diffusion of innovation are social processes that unfold as people develop and exchange ideas, values, interests, and social norms.

The transformations that sweep through society will inevitably result in changes to how governments evaluate national security. As Kenneth Payne recently noted, “For enculturated humans, technology, warfare, and society are dynamically linked.” This means that change will also cascade into how military organizations conduct military operations for the new era.

The impact of the new technologies of this revolution on military institutions has been explored by a range of authors, including Amir Husain, Williamson Murray, Paul Scharre, Sean McFate, and Hammes. However, as McFate has recently written, “Warfare evolves before fighters do.”

Therefore, if military institutions are to optimize the employment of these new technologies, investments in new military concepts and organizational approaches will have to be made. These evolved ideas and organizations must be underpinned by an evolved approach to the intellectual preparation of future military leaders.

The Military and Education: An Evolved Intellectual Edge

Over the next two decades, most Western militaries will be smaller than their adversaries, with a declining technological advantage. Compounding this challenge, they will fight in a new hyper-technical, transregional, and increasingly disaggregated physical-cyber operating environment. Increasingly dominated by more lethal weapons systems and the manifestations of a convergence of information and biotechnologies, the future conflict space will largely be a technologically level playing field. Recent publications, such as those by the Commission on the National Defense Strategy for the United States, have described how the technological edge that has been the preserve of Western military institutions for several centuries has declined.

As General Joseph Dunford described, the pace of strategic and technological change is increasing. Where military forces do generate capability advantages, they are likely to be more short-lived than has been the case in previous eras. Western military institutions must therefore evolve additional sources of advantage. Lacking an enduring technological edge, and often without recourse to the massed forces of previous eras, the only other option is an intellectual edge.

This intellectual edge manifests in two different, but interconnected ways. The first is individual professional mastery. The intellectual edge for an individual is the capacity for that person to creatively outthink and outplan potential adversaries. It is founded on the broadest array of training, education, and experience that can be provided by institutions, as well as a personal dedication to continuous self-learning over a long period of time. Increasingly, this intellectual edge for an individual will be underpinned by cognitive support through human-artificial intelligence teaming. Increasingly, synthetic biology and artificial intelligence must be used in concert with human-intellectual power to general advantage. Frank Hoffman has described this as “System 3” thinking, where the nascent field in the collaborative application of biological and machine intelligence will increasingly be central to the development of the intellectual edge in military personnel.

The second manifestation of the intellectual edge is institutional. While having the intellectual edge in leadership and planning is vitally important, so too is a collective, institution-wide intellectual edge. This will allow groups at different levels to effectively harness the disparate and diverse intellects of its individuals to solve complex institutional problems in the short, medium, and long term. This institutional intellectual edge must be applied to the challenges of force design, operational concepts, logistics, network security, the integration of kinetic and nonkinetic activities, as well as personnel development and talent management.

This intellectual edge must be constructed around the development of an ultra-professional intellectual military culture—from deployed forces to education and training institutions to strategic planning organizations. People in this system must be able to contextualize, plan, decide, act, and adapt faster and more successfully relative to adversaries. The best within this evolved culture—the elite military thinkers—must be celebrated and nurtured in the same way as we currently celebrate and value elite athletes. Institutional incentives to encourage this elite thinking must be reinforced and, potentially, promotion pathways and talent management systems adapted.

Excellence in attaining military and broader national security outcomes in the 21st century will be achieved by those institutions that are able to develop their personnel in a way that supports them in the intellectual edge while applying this in a unified way to institutional problems. The ultimate expression of institutional intellectual edge will be the capacity to either win without fighting in a strategic competition or be able to apply its strengths to win any fight that it must engage in. To build this intellectual edge, military institutions will also need to appreciate two additional contextual elements that will influence the development of this evolved edge.

The first element is continuity in the wider security environment. Regardless of the disruption caused by various elements of the future environment, there are also likely to be some enduring characteristics. One is the likelihood that humans will still wage war on each other. Another is that the nature of work undertaken by humans, and the structures of military organizations, will continue to evolve as they have over millennia. It is important to understand this continuity because it provides the context that future military leaders must prepare for.

A second element is the overwhelming impact that the convergence of
information and biological technologies will have. For thousands of years, military leaders have applied their intellect and the tools of war to achieve their desired objectives. But regardless of the era, these military leaders have used machines and other tools as one part of their overall approach to win battles, campaigns, and wars. The world is now at the precipice of an era where humans and machines will work in an entirely symbiotic way. The rapidly evolving capabilities of artificial intelligence hold the promise of supporting better decisionmaking by military and political leaders. For the first time in history, humans and machines may be truly equal partners in many of the cognitive aspects of war and strategic competition. Evolving this new intellectual edge requires a range of institutional adaptations in the development of military personnel.

A Design for Future Intellectual Development

Building an evolved intellectual edge will demand a range of new and evolved approaches. But it is, at its heart, about people. Military personnel must be able to expand their skills and focus on the intellectual capacity to apply themselves to a wide array of activities that they may not have been prepared for. This requires a whole-of-enterprise approach to applying the right level of resourcing and focuses on training servicemembers who are ready for contemporary and future challenges, applying the military art and science within a broader national security establishment. The design for how this system operates within a larger military enterprise, however, must be driven by strategy. This strategy should draw its desired goals from the capability objectives of military organizations for the next two decades and will rely on a range of institutional, educational, and technological elements.

**A Strategic Vision.** The development of military personnel, through education, training, experience, talent management, and other mechanisms, provides the essential “software” of a military institution. Therefore, an institutionally endorsed view of future military personnel—especially their leaders—is required. This should form part of a more expansive view of future military capability and national security policy. In the U.S. context, the description of professional military education (PME) as “stagnant” in the recent National Defense Strategy provides a starting point and driving force for strategic reform.¹⁷

**Strategic Engagement.** Engagement among like-minded military institutions, different Services, and like-minded nations must continue to evolve and embrace an enhanced sharing of ideas. An array of concepts and designs in military education is being shared online, but this is not always replicated among institutions. Enhanced sharing of best-practice curricula, outstanding academic personnel, new learning approaches, and new military theories must be one of the cornerstones of the future approach to Western military alliances.

Strategic engagement must, however, extend beyond the sharing and exchange activities of like-minded institutions. Engagement with civilian universities is critical. In these civilian institutions reside centuries of learning across the humanities and sciences. Civilian universities represent a resource that can provide intellectual rigor to further hone skills for military personnel at the undergraduate and postgraduate levels. They could also provide viewpoints on national security that might differ from officially sanctioned policy, forcing military students to more carefully analyze the shibboleths of contemporary national security policy.

**Futures, Education, and Adaptation.** The curriculum of military institutions must be informed by an institutional view about the future environments that its people will operate in. Military education must form closer and more substantial linkages with organizations—in the military and beyond—that undertake futures work. There should be a transparent and logical pathway from informed views of the future and type of intellectual development received by the future joint officer. To retain relevance and remain at the forefront of best practices, the PME system must also complement its future work with mechanisms for adaptation. The system requires formal mechanisms to identify the need for change, make informed decisions about change, and enact those changes in a timely and efficient way.

**Continuous Career-Long Learning.** Future military institutions require a continuum with functional descriptions of what future military leaders must be capable of at various stages of their professional journeys. An institutional curriculum must underpin this. It should not, however, be an industrial-age production line. It should form a “backbone” around which individually tailored intellectual development might be constructed. Williamson Murray and Allen Millet, in their examination of interwar military innovation, found that military leaders were better able to lead and invest in innovative ideas and technologies when they had undertaken continuous learning throughout their careers.¹⁸ Continuous learning has other important outcomes as well.

First, a more holistic approach to continuous learning should have the added benefit of assisting in talent and career management systems of military institutions. Second, it permits a series of “small bets” with more course corrections on the types of learning outcomes needed by military personnel. This contrasts with current approaches where reliance on a limited number of learning interventions many years apart means institutions make “larger bets” on preparing their people for future challenges.¹⁹ A mixture of short and long residential learning opportunities, blended with formal online learning and curated hubs for self-learning, is the optimal approach for future continuous learning.

**Guided Self-Development in a Global PME Ecosystem.** Formal education in military institutions cannot hope to cover all the needs in the intellectual development of contemporary or future joint officers. Therefore, formal education must be supplemented through self-study.²⁰ This self-study might be most effective if it is complementary to formal educational experiences. The implication is that military organizations should provide curated resources that future joint officers might “pull down” from their institution—using Internet or other sources—to supplement...
their professional development. These curated hubs of professional development material can complement informal resources, be widely available across alliance partners, and be changed quickly to adapt to changes in the strategic environment or in technological developments. They might therefore comprise a resource that has a shorter adaptation cycle than military schools and academies.

**Skill, Re-Skill, Repeat.** The future environment is one where the construction and destruction of occupations and industries will occur more quickly than in previous industrial revolutions. As Harari has recently predicted, “Just as in the 20th century governments established massive education systems for young people, in the 21st century they will need to establish massive re-education systems for adults.”21 Therefore, future military institutions will need to possess a system that is built around skilling and rapidly re-skilling their personnel as technology and strategic circumstances change. Current military organizations may have to re-educate entire generations of military leaders in the next 5 to 10 years because of the profound impact of these new technologies and because of the historically unprecedented acceleration in technological change.22

**Enhanced Technological Literacy.** A range of advanced technologies, such as hypersonics, space-based capability, information technologies, and biotechnology, is starting to rapidly spread through military organizations. But if institutions are to effectively use these systems, they will need informed users. Military organizations will therefore need more than just deep technical experts in the development of algorithms and the design of artificial intelligence for military systems. As a recent United Kingdom government report describes, skilled workforces using new technologies should be a mix of those with a basic understanding, more informed users, and specialists with advanced skills.23 Over the coming years, at almost every rank level, military personnel will require basic literacy in a spectrum of new and disruptive technologies.24 This must include knowledge of its application, how to provide a level of assurance and quality control, and how to optimally combine it with new concepts and human organizations at every level.25

**Accessibility.** Much of contemporary joint education and individual training is delivered in a residential setting. While this provides for good learning outcomes, it results in only a small percentage of military personnel gaining access to joint learning opportunities. Military institutions must break down geographic, technical, and cultural barriers to create a truly connected force where education is continuous and self-sustaining. The system to develop future military leaders should be accessible to military members and defense civilians, regardless of role, rank, or location. There is much that military
Innovation in Delivery and Learner Engagement. The pace of change in technology is also disrupting longstanding approaches to training and education. Technology has enabled a more “connected” approach to learning. This is resulting in a gap between older (or heritage) institutional education models and the newer digitally enabled approaches. New learning approaches are now available for students who may have been excluded from existing models in the past.

Recent digital-age technologies will underpin this more advanced approach to learning. The bio-info technology revolution offers the military profession multiple pathways to enhancing the intellectual capacity of individuals and institutions. Artificial intelligence may significantly change the way militaries educate their personnel and underpin an expanded range of potential activities to support the education of military personnel. Biotechnology, particularly neurotechnology, offers capabilities such as cognitive enhancement, implanted memory, and the use of expanded knowledge of the brain to inform better artificial intelligence algorithms. The impact of these technologies on learning and developing future military leaders might be an area of collaborative innovation among Western military institutions.

But not all evolutions of learning approaches need to be based on advanced technologies. Wargaming is an effective method of applied learning that has a long history in military institutions. The use of wargaming to allow future leaders to visualize the preparation for, and conduct of, military operations is a necessary component of preparing future joint officers. These wargames need not be sophisticated computer games. Simple desktop games are often effective at engaging students and providing additional outcomes such as collaboration and influence skills. While the requirement to include integrated influence operations and space capabilities might be new, wargaming methodologies can be evolved to retain relevance for future learning needs.

T.X. Hammes notes that “despite assertions to the contrary, war is not disappearing. If anything, it is increasing in frequency and duration. Armed conflict will remain central to relations among states and nonstate actors. It will remain a contest of human wills and thus the domain of uncertainty, compounded by human passions, friction, and fog. Technology will not bring clarity or brevity.” The global security environment continues to evolve. Warfare is becoming more technologically complex while retaining its human essence. Military organizations must have the capacity to deal with future threats that the application of technology and mass will not solve. Only through thinking better and building the intellectual edge in servicemembers and institutions will they evolve an improved capacity for securing future national security objectives. While many of the skills required may change, and the human composition of these forces continues to evolve, the intellectual preparation of the military for the demands of future conflict is an enduring requirement.

Military organizations across the globe now find themselves with a range of new circumstances affecting how their operations are conceptualized and executed and how their people are recruited, trained, and educated. In developing an intellectual edge in their future leaders in these new circumstances, military forces must think and act anew.

Notes

4 Ibid., 91.


For example, 1 year at command and staff college and 1 year at a war college.

For an example of this global ecosystem, the Grounded Curiosity Web site has a database of the interconnected online resources available for PME across key alliance partners, including the United States, Australia, and the United Kingdom. See <https://groundedcuriosity.com/guide-military-blogs-and-podcasts/>.


30 The Australian Defence College has found that simple desktop games have been highly effective, particularly in large-scale, whole-of-nation problems requiring joint as well as coalition and interagency collaborative planning.


36 The Australian Defence College has found that simple desktop games have been highly effective, particularly in large-scale, whole-of-nation problems requiring joint as well as coalition and interagency collaborative planning.